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The Final report

1. The base information.

a.(i) Contract Number: No. 1626/RB.

(ii) Title of Project: Development and impruvment of radioac-

tive methods for tribological research on elements of

tools, machines and devices.

(iii)Institute where research is being carried out: Institute

of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering - Kragujevac.

(iv) Chief scientific investigator: Dr. Branko Ivkovic.

(v) Time period coverd: 3 years (1976, 1977, 1978).

boDescription of research carried aut:

The reseach performed under the grant has been aimed at deve-

loping new methods for investigating tribological processes

at the cutting elements of tools and elements of machines.

The new methods are based on activating the mass of a tool

or machine element that takes part the tribological processes

in the cutting of metals. The activation is carried out by

bombarding the item under study with heavy particles (protons,

deuterons) in an outside beam cyclotrone.

The developed methods have been applied to the following tools:

- tungsten carbide lathe tools;

- high speed steel drills;

- high speed steel end milling cutters;

- high speed steel cylindrical milling cutters;

- high speed steel hob milling cutters.
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The research efforts with the above tools have been concetra-

ted in the following areas:

- defining the machineability of steel;

- defining the tribological characteristics of cutting fluids; ,

The developed methods have also been epplied to the following

machine elements:

- slide guides of machine tools;

- rolling bearings of machine tools;

- gears in gear boxes;

- cam mechanisms.

The research efforts in this area have been aimed at:

- defining the development of tribological processes at the

above machine elements under various operating conditions

(load, speed, type of lubricating oil);

- defining the tribological characteristices of several kinds

of oils.

A part of the results has been published in English, while

the remaining part is being prepared for publication.

This research has made it possible to make a number of con-

ditions of tool and machine exploitation, and the possibilli-

ties for developing a standard method for tribological inve-

stigations based on the use of activated elements of tools

and machines. The methods and instrumentation developed so

far can at present be employed as comparative methods for

relative measuremants. However, further research activities



are required in order to make these methods useful for funda-

mental investigations into the nature of the friction process;
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